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“We're going to Rajgir. That's south, right? So it's got to be warmer 
there!” 

One of my fellow pilgrims in bus A2 was just as hopeful as I was 
that we'd be leaving behind the 5 Celsius daytime temperatures that 
had dogged organizers at the outdoor conference venue in Vaishali 
and made life challenging, at best, for the 300 or so of us shivering 
through the presentations and meals. To be fair, northern India was in 
the grip of its coldest winter in recorded history, which was far from 
the pleasant norm of 15-25 Celsius. 

“People are cutting down all the trees and burning them to keep 
warm,” our bus guide later pointed out, which then not only led to 
severe air pollution, he said, but even colder temperatures due to 
deforestation. Unfortunately, along with my suitcase I'd brought 
along many expectations on this journey: such as the deep insights 
I'd have along the way; and how my Buddhist faith, once tested, 
would rally. However, the degradation and assault on the senses that 
is present day India, was getting in the way of all that. 

I was...well...quickly losing faith. 

Around 400 B.C. the Buddha, getting on in years, apparently 
instructed that it would be impossible to reach the Deathless, until 
one had completed a pilgrimage to the four most important sites: that 
of his birth in Lumbini, Nepal; his enlightenment under the Bodhi 
Tree in Bodhgaya; his first sermon in Sarnath; and his death in 
Kushinagar. And so, for millennia, streams of pilgrims from all over 
the world, their numbers ebbing and flowing with historical events, 
have traversed the corridor on the Ganges River Plain. This area 
includes Vaishali, Rajgir and Sravasti where the Buddha spent his 



rains retreats and gave the talks that have formed the Pali Canon. 
Today, with Buddhism all but gone from India, pilgrims (apart from 
Bodhgaya which still draws thousands) trickle in on air-conditioned 
buses while the locals live in grinding poverty not much better off 
than during the Buddha's time. 

It is with this same desire that I threw my lot in with five busloads of 
other Sakyadhita International conference pilgrims for a pothole-
jarring dash along that famous route. 

Disgruntled with India and suffering terribly, just as the Buddha 
predicted - it was at Rajgir during the 45-minute climb to Vulture's 
Peak - that I seriously started to question my motives. This mountain 
outcropping, with a panoramic view of pristine green hills, 

was a favorite of his for dhamma talks and contemplation - and a 
fitting place for modern clarity. 

At the top, gasping and struggling to catch my breath, I reasoned 
there was just was no getting away from India's congested streets of 
belching buses, awash in trash mixed with human and animal waste, 
and peppered with ragged beggars poking at you with twisted limbs 
half-eaten by leprosy……..because there was nowhere to “get away 
to.” 

“This is samsara,” he likely would have said had the Master 
suddenly appeared on his beloved perch. “Nothing is worth clinging 
to.” 

So even before Tibetan nun Venerable Karma Lekshe Tsomo 
explained the purposes of pilgrimage, I knew that letting go was 
probably high on that list. By visiting the Buddhist holy sites, the 
Sakyadhita founder told us one day on our bus, we not only paid 
homage to all those who had gone before us (including the Buddha 
himself), but this journey took us out of our comfort zone, thereby 
giving us an opportunity to see what came up for us. 
The Vaishali conference, my first, had impressed upon me the 
importance of Buddhist women bonding in solidarity whether to 
improve conditions in nuns' monasteries around the world, or to take 
their rightful place as senior lay teachers, or to fully ordain as 



Bhikkhunis. 

Vaishali, the site of the first Bhikkhuni ordination during the 
Buddha's lifetime, still held that energetic force for many at the 
conference. That was evident in their joy and happiness at just being 
there. 

The pilgrimage to other equally charged sites was at times for me a 
deeply moving journey where powerful feelings of faith washed over 
me like nothing I had experienced before. It was under the Bodhi 
tree in Bodhgaya where the greatest wisdom had been revealed. I felt 
I had finally come home. And so I joined the swirling mass of 
thousands circumambulating that sacred tree and stupa and sat in 
silent contemplation afterwards in immense gratitude for the Buddha, 
the Dhamma and the Sangha. 

At other times, not so much...it seemed just another stop at a pile of 
excavated bricks that looked much like the last one - where there 
were more photos to take, more placards to be read. 

But, then again, the Buddha said there'd be days like this. 


